BETT SHOW
Discussion Guide
Moodle MIS Integration Block
Product: A synchronisation app. between SIMS and Moodle that allows Teachers to access students school
information pulled in from SIMS and use a write-back facility to complete registers, add achievement and
behaviour points, and add marks to mark-sheets. Students can custom design their own dashboard and view
timetables, attendance, behaviour, achievement and mark tables. Parents have access to their children’s data
and check all of the above. They can also print off bespoke reports

Discussion: Features & Benefits
1. TEACHER TOOLS
1. Register
1. Simple interface with options to bulk add, add comments, add minutes late.
2. Can also individually add points to students achievements and behaviour but only one at a
time.
3. Must save changes for data to be written back to SIMS.
4. Instantaneous transfer of data back to SIMS
2. Behaviour
1. This is the same system for behaviour and achievement as both tabs appear on same page
2. Drop down boxes with pre-populated text from SIMS, also point value will appear by default.
Able to override.
3. Can add students individually or by group
4. Select all and then remove those students where points don’t apply
3. Achievement (See above)
4. Marksheets
1. Any marksheets devised in SIMS will be made available here.
2. Click on appropriate marksheet and add in new data (greyed-put area wont let you input data)
3. If you have more than one mark to add for a student use the student-by-student option via the
tab
4. Again save data and this will instantly write-back to SIMS
2. PARENT PORTAL
1. Increase engagement with their child's learning
1. By accessing their child’s Moodle and this app. they will gain more of an insight into their child's
learning
2. Access to student data
1. If delayed attendance is set they will see data up to the evening before. Prevents Parents from
contacting school if they see their child hasn’t been registered throughout the day
3. Opportunities to print off/access reports and documents
4. Mention a Homework Block is on its way at the end of Feb: a major feature for Parents
3. STUDENT DASHBOARD
1. Students can customise their own dashboard by dragging and dropping apps onto the screen
2. They can view timetable, attendance, achievements and behaviour points and mark-tables

